Abstract
Introduction

28
Precise knowledge of the Earth's gravity field structure with high resolution is essential for a 29 range of disciplines, as diverse as exploration and potential field geophysics [Jakoby and Smilde, 30 2009], climate and sea level change research [Rummel, 2012] , surveying and engineering 31 [Featherstone, 2008] and inertial navigation [Grejner-Brzezinska and Wang, 1998 ]. While there 32 is a strong scientific interest to model Earth's gravity field with ever-increasing detail, the 33 resolution of today's gravity models remains limited to spatial scales of mostly 2-10 km globally The spherical-harmonic coefficients of the combined GRACE/GOCE/EGM2008 (GGE) gravity 88 model were used in the spectral band of degrees 2 to 2190 to synthesize a range of frequently 89 used gravity field functionals at the Earth's surface. For accurate spherical harmonic synthesis at 90 the Earth's surface, as represented through the SRTM topography, the gradient approach to fifth-91 order [Hirt 2012 ] was applied. This numerically efficient evaluation technique takes into account 92 the effect of gravity attenuation with height. Applying the gradient approach as described in Hirt
93
[2012] yielded numerical estimates for radial derivatives (gravity disturbances) and horizontal 94 derivatives (deflections of the vertical) of the disturbing potential and quasigeoid heights from 95 the GGE data set at 7.2 arc-sec resolution (about 3 billion surface points) within the SRTM data The conversion of topography to topographic gravity is based on the residual terrain modelling 134 technique [Forsberg, 1984] , with the topography high-pass filtered through subtraction of a 135 spherical harmonic reference surface (of degree and order 2160) prior to the forward-modelling.
136
We treated the ocean water masses and those of the major inland water bodies (Great Lakes,
137
Baikal, Caspian Sea) using a combination of residual terrain modelling with the concept of rock-138 equivalent topography [Hirt, 2013] , whereby the water masses were 'compressed' to layers 139 equivalent to topographic rock. These procedures yield short-scale topographic gravity that is complementary to the GGE gravity (spatial scales from ~10000 km to ~10 km).
145
Results
147
Addition of both components (GGE and topographic gravity) result in the ultra-high resolution 148 model GGMplus (Global Gravity Model, with plus indicating the leap in resolution over 149 previous 10 km resolution global gravity models). The modelled gravity field components and 150 their descriptive statistics are reported in Table 1 . Our gridded estimates portray the subtle variations of gravity (Fig. 3) GGMplus provides the most complete description of Earth's gravity at ultra-high resolution and GGMplus provides computerized gravity field maps at 7.2 arc-seconds (0.002° or ~224 m in field over land and near-coastal areas between ± 60° geographic latitude.
404
Technical definitions
406
The five gravity field functionals provided by GGMplus are 407 408
• Free-fall gravity accelerations (i.e. gravitational plus centrifugal accelerations)
409
• Gravity disturbances (radial derivatives of the disturbing potential), denoted as radial • and Molodenski quasigeoid heights.
419
All quantities are given at the Earth's surface as defined through the SRTM (Shuttle Radar 
Methods
432
GGMplus is constructed as a composite model of GOCE and GRACE satellite gravity, 
GOCE TIM4 and GRACE combination 454 455
The satellite-only combination model has been computed by addition of full normal equations of 456 GRACE and GOCE. 
471
In the frame of the gravity gradient reprocessing, among others an improved algorithm for EGM2008 as described in section 3.2, regularization has not been applied.
487
GOCE/GRACE and EGM2008 combination 488 489
The combination of the GRACE/GOCE data with EGM2008 is done on the basis of the 490 combined GRACE/GOCE normal equations (see Sect. 3.1). Here the EGM2008 SHCs are 491 treated as a set of a priori known parameters introduced into a least-squares process of the form: has a diagonal structure.
503
The weight for the satellite-only system is 1 1 w = , expressing the fact that we consider the formal harmonic coefficients, which is the near-zonal group (e.g., Sneeuw and Gelderen, 1997) .
525
Consequently in the combined solution EGM2008 has a higher influence in for those coefficients 526 where GOCE shows a lower performance (and thus a higher standard deviation).
528
The outcome of this processing step is a combined GRACE/GOCE/EGM2008 coefficient data 529 set here denoted as GGE. Figure 3 shows the differences between gravity disturbances from 530 GGE and EGM2008, revealing significant discrepancies at the 10-20 mGal-level over Africa, 
Synthesis
542
The spherical-harmonic coefficients (SHCs) of the combined GGE model were used in the obtained from SRTM at 7.2 arc-second resolution. The zonal harmonics of the GRS80 normal 547 gravity field were subtracted from the GGE-model SHCs as described in Smith [1998] . The tide 548 system used in the synthesis is zero-tide, which is compatible with GRS80 [Moritz, 2000] .
550
Spherical harmonic synthesis of gravity field functionals at the Earth's surface -known as 3D points in the spectral band of degrees 2 to 2190.
564
Using the gradient approach as described, the 3D synthesis of the four gravity field functionals 565 took about 6 weeks of computation time using an in-house Sun Ultra 45 workstation. By 566 comparison, 3D synthesis with conventional point-by-point evaluation methods [Holmes, 2003] 567 would have taken an estimated 60 years of computation time. This estimate is based on an 568 observed performance of 100 points/ minute using the same workstation and parameters. The 3D 569 synthesis as applied here is therefore one of the key innovations that made the construction of
570
GGMplus feasible within acceptable computation times.
572
We note that the gradient approach is an approximate technique for 3D-SHS, whereby For quasigeoid heights, the C1B correction term [Rapp, 1997] , see also [Hirt, 2012] , was applied 588 to take into account the change in normal gravity with height. For gravity disturbances, the 589 ellipsoidal correction was applied [Claessens, 2006] . For the North-South deflection of the 590 vertical, corrections for the curvature of the plumbline and for the ellipsoidal effect were taken 591 into account as described in [Jekeli, 1999] . the total area covered by GGMplus as shown in Fig. 1 ) was identified and removed from both 603 data sets through simple hole-filling.
605
The forward-modelling approach applied here follows the description given in Hirt [2013] . In Earth2012.RET2012.SHCto2160.dat).
612
We applied brute-force numerical integration techniques [Forsberg, 1984] to convert the high- 
624
The forward-modelling exercise was partitioned into ~19,000 computationally 'manageable' 
630
Based on non-parallelized standard computation techniques and a single CPU, the calculation of 631 topographic gravity effects had taken an estimated 20 years, which is why all previous efforts 632 were inevitably restricted to regional areas.
634
The topographic gravity effects calculations are based on the assumptions of constant mass- For the construction of gravity acceleration maps, normal gravity (i.e., the gravitational attraction 662 and centrifugal acceleration generated by an oblate equipotential ellipsoid of revolution) was 663 calculated at the Earth's surface. We used the parameters of the GRS80 reference ellipsoid 664 [Moritz, 2000] yielding gravity disturbances at the Earth's surface in spectral band 2 to 2190 using the 695 GGE coefficients (Sect 3.1).
696
3 We calculated normal gravity at the ellipsoidal heights of the Earth's surface as described 697 in Sect 3.5) and added the gravity disturbances, yielding gravity accelerations at 5 arc-698 min resolutions.
699
Steps 1 and 2 were applied to calculate a global 5 x 5 arc-min grid of quasigeoid heights which 700 was then used to locate where the quasigeoid is likely to be furthest below the ellipsoid. The Tables S3 and S4 . • satellite-only gravity (GRACE combined with 4 th -GOCE release) to degree and order 200
717
(resolution of ~100 km)
718
• satellite gravity combined with EGM2008 (GGE), to degree 2190 (resolution of ~10 km)
719
• GGMplus (resolution of ~200 m)
721
The descriptive statistics of the differences "observation minus model" are reported in Tables 6   722   and 7 for gravity disturbances, in Table 8 for deflections of the vertical and in Table 9 for 
735
Over less well-surveyed areas, the differences increase to ~8 to ~23 mGal, as is indicated by the 
743
We therefore expect the GGMplus accuracy to deteriorate by factor 3-5 from well-surveyed to 744 poorly-surveyed continents. 
